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MTM / SPECIAL OPS LAUNCHES TACTICAL SMART WATCH 
Traditional watch hands serve tactical missions better than digital displays. 

Los Angeles – October 16, 2018 – Locally-owned MTM ( Multi Time Machine Inc.)  known for its Special 
Ops Watch Collection, launches another tactical first; STATUS, A tactical smartwatch with analog hands.  

Although digital watches offer extra functions, digital timekeeping creates unnecessary stress. Tactical gear 
enthusiast needs to feel time on their wrist, not count it down every stressful second.  Making your way to a 
rendezvous point on a tight schedule or just knowing how much time you still have left isn’t enough to perform 
your best. The visual sight of the hands moving around the dial enhances your grasp on how much time you 
have left.  Analog watch hands help you better understand at what pace you should continue your mission.  

 "The need for REAL TIME information in the field without picking up your cell phone was absent in a tactical 
watch. Professional divers rarely ever use digital displays, they need to visually understand how much time they 
have left to surface. That same visual feel is needed in a tactical smartwatch. We translated this premise into a 
robust field watch we call STATUS."  Says; Gunner Thompson; Head Designer; Special Ops Watches. 

Status has the look and feel of Analog yet features a stealth-like bright digital informational panel in MTM's 
first-ever rock solid black dial.  The Status 46-millimeter watch case size allows you to view more than the time 
when you glance at this watch. You will get all traditional messages, notifications, and GPS on the watch dial. 
You can customize additional applications through their proprietary watch App that you can download directly 
from the MTM website or any App store. When needed, the traditional analog watch hands switch into a 
fantastic all-terrain compass! This rugged smartwatch features a sleek style stainless steel bracelet that 
integrates into 100-meter water-resistant, titanium watch case with a sapphire, anti-reflective & scratch resistant 
crystal. MTM  engineered the STATUS smartwatch for all IOS or Android Smartphones. The STATUS 
smartwatch lets you feel the time and at the same time, allows you to stay focused on what matters most at the 
moment. For more information, please visit: https://www.specialopswatch.com/product-category/status/ 

About MTM Special Ops Watches: 
For over 25 years, MTM Watches has been the leading manufacturer of tactical military watches worldwide. 
The MTM Special Ops watch collections are available to the public through MTM direct and authorized 
retailers only. MTM International offices are located in Down Town Los Angeles. To view the complete MTM 
watch collection, please visit: https://www.specialopswatch.com/ 

For additional information, please contact Michael Pucci at (213) 741-0808  
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